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I N F O R M O M E N T U M

Infor employees delivering 
success for our customers

17,300+
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Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
Infor’s team of over 16,000 employees located in 61 offices around the world is committed to making our customers successful. Our values help us nurture an entrepreneurial culture that enables us to modernize entire industries. That’s how we drive progress across the globe. Infor’s employees have:A sense of urgency.A passion for customer success.A thirst for innovation.A focus on results.A sense of community.
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32+ years of Leadership & Innovation
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In fact, according to Market & Market Research, the EAM software market will reach $4.23B by the year 2019. The question we have to ask ourselves is why? Is it just the trends? Is it just increased functionality that is prompting process manufacturing organizations to spend more on technology. Probably not. People invest in technology to solve problems – to resolve real business challenges. (next slide)
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Manual Methods

Other CMMS

Nothing

Proprietary Program

Combination of Systems
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EAM System
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Inventory System
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Maintenance Management Methods Used
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Software Advice, a company that helps organizations evaluate EAM software solutions, recently conducted a survey among 350+ respondents. Notwithstanding the aforementioned challenges, they found that almost 50% of those responding are still managing assets manually – that is, on paper and spreadsheets. Another 18% don’t have any system in place to manage their assets. That’s staggering and it may indicate that there is still a large preponderance of organizations who do not understand the correlation between asset performance optimization and profitability. (next slide)
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Improve Efficiencies

Needs Update
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Poor Interface

Technical Issues
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Support Issues
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On the other hand, in the same survey, organizations who are replacing legacy and disparate asset management applications with a modern Enterprise Asset Management system do so in order to improve operational efficiencies and to take advantage of additional functionality that will help them optimize asset performance. That’s encouraging. (next slide)
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Gartner Magic Quadrant for EAM – stay tuned for 2019
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INFOR STRATEGY
EAM

CRM

Commerce
Network

Marketing

E-commerce

Supply Chain

Industry Content

HCM

EPM

Localizations
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Finance

Production
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Cloud

Highly secure, redundant 
availability zones via 
global cloud leader 
Amazon Web Services

Best-practice cloud 
operations for 
provisioning, self service, 
monitoring, scalability, 
and business continuity

Lower cost of ownership, 
elastic computing power, 
hyper-scale,  automatic 
upgrades, and unlimited 
data lake
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Industry

Deep industry-specific 
functionality without 
complex, expensive 
customizations

Industry best practices 
based on decades of 
experience and 
thousands of 
implementations

Faster and simpler 
deployments with pre-
packaged workflows, 
content, integrations, 
and analytics
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Unique industry needs, purpose-built solutions
I N D U S T R Y  

7,000+ industrial 
machinery 

manufacturers

More than 5,500
industrial

manufacturing 
customers

More than 1,700 
chemical 

manufacturing 
customers

9 of the top 10
high tech

companies

18 of the 20 largest
U.S. cities

8 of the top 10 
global luxury 

brands 

9 of the 10 largest 
global hotel brands

17 of top 20 
industrial 

distributors

18 of the 25 largest 
U.S. healthcare 

delivery networks

19 of the top 20 
automotive 
suppliers

14 of the top 15 
food & beverage 
manufacturers

19 of the top 20
aerospace 
companies

17 of the top 20
global banks

15 of the top 20 
global retailers

At Infor, we understand that one size fits all software doesn’t meet your business requirements. That’s why we focus 
on building software for key verticals that have specialized needs. We are proud to count amongst our customers:
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Specialization without customization.That’s progress.Industry specialization is part of Infor’s heritage and in our DNA.We are passionately committed to understanding our customers’industries better than anyone else and delivering complete softwaresolutions with the capabilities they need built in, not bolted on. Thisdeep industry knowledge allows us to make connections that others do not see, applying lessons learned from one industry to others andgiving our customers broader access to innovation and ideas as aresult. Our goal? To deliver lasting return on investment, long-termsustainability, and the flexibility to adapt and grow.
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Analytics

Common analytics platform 
and data lake for Infor and 
third-party applications with 
automated data refinement 
and common semantics

Self-service analytics for 
end users with consumer 
grade visualization, data 
blending, and data 
discovery tools

Pre-packaged industry 
and role-based content, 
data surfaced 
automatically to users
in context
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A.I.

Infor Coleman:
a science-driven, 
industry-aware digital 
assistant

Automates repetitive tasks 
and provides instant 
access to information via 
voice or chat

An intelligent advisor
that anticipates, advises, 
and derives insights from 
business data to allow 
people to work smarter
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Chat Voice Image
recognition

Conversational UX
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COLEMAN HELPS YOU 
SEIZE THE MOMENT 
BY MAKING THE BEST 
DECISION EVERY TIME

Provides recommendations

Makes expert decisions

Advises
I N F O R  C O L E M A N
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INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC MOBILE APPS
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What's new in the Nordics?
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Infor Nordics - news

• New GM for the Nordics

• Net new sales teams for Norway/Sweden/Finland/Denmark

• Account Director – Staffan Olsson – EAM 

• Kajsa Lundquist – Presales EAM – on stage at 14.10

• Marketing – Jeanette Kinding - new Marketing Director

• New Channel team – Erlend Skaar-Olsen and Jakob 
Strømgren

• We are growing! 
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Focus changes in Infor 

• From product focus to customer success focus 

• Cloud innovation – design & implementation

• Product focused around EAM, ERP and SCM

• More partner focus – channel and direct sales integrated with
partners - grow together
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Nordic channel focus

• M3 partners - Columbus, Elvenite, DXC, CGI and UDK

• LN partners – Midport and Mazeppa

• EAM – Prevas
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Long lasting partnerships - Prevas

• 20+ years experience with EAM

• Serving local markets & customers

• Local knowledge

• Long partner/customer relationships

• Close relationship Infor/Prevas

• Prevas #1 partner in the Nordics
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•Does anybody have specific names of Nordics based companies who provide such services (so that the Recruiter can target)?

Kajsa kl 14.10
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Thank you
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